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“This is the time to invest in Italy”
Jamie Dimon, chairman and CEO J. P. Morgan

This sentence summarizes the momentum Italy is
facing at mid-21: confidence is back, there is
money to deploy for the structural reforms we
need to fully recover and there’s still huge
volumes of capital for real estate. This is the
background which will shape our future. What
has happened in the market in this first half of
2021?
It has been another tough time, with lockdown
spread all over the Country until mid-May,
affecting mainly retail, F&B and hospitality which
experienced closures for the majority of the
period. Three major events happened which can
lead to a better and positive growth outlook for
the second half of this year:

1. On February, Mr. Mario Draghi become PM,
bringing Italy to the center of European – and
global – politics. His positive reputation was
reflected in an improved economic outlook,
the approval of the PNRR (National Recovery
and Resilience Plan ) and a positive change in
the attitude of other European peers toward
Italy.

2. After a weak start, the vaccination campaign
sharply improved with the military lead and
to date (July 2021) we have 60% of people
over 12 years old vaccinated (first jab at
least), between 30-40% with the 2 doses.

3. The Italian football team won Euro 2020,
spreading a wave a new optimism among
Italians as a whole.

Thanks mainly to the second event, which lead to
a gradual easing of restrictions, growth gained
pace in Italy in the second quarter. Inflation rises
but the core component remains very low and
GDP looks set to accelerate from the summer
onwards.
The property market in the first half of 2021 has
been marked by a slow recovery however we are
expecting a sharp acceleration in the second
half, subject to the worsening of the spreading of
the variants. Capital is still available and in large
amounts, but it can’t match the right target. The
revolution is affecting the real estate product:
if people behaviors are changing, how will it
change the property that should host and
serve that people?
The answer is not easy, and it is boosting
uncertainty among players, differing in level by
sector.
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The office is the most challenged by the question
and suddenly it has faced what retail has faced for
more than ten years: the new way of working eased
by the use of technology will change the purpose of
the office? Waiting for the right answer, big
corporation looking for large offices are still holding
their decision. Despite that, in the first half of the year
the occupier market improved with leasing activity
increasing in both Milan and Rome compared to the
same period last year. A positive sign from the
market is that existing occupiers who were looking
for large spaces since before the pandemic and had
previously put their searches on hold, are now back.
Logistics continue to outperform recording the
highest absorption in the last five years for first half
figures. The acceleration of online sales is driving
retailers demand towards logistics reflected by an
increase in take up. The strong confidence in this
sector is also reflected by investment volume,
doubling the first half 2020 data, standing at over
€680Mln.
Living sector didn’t disappoint, delivering a positive
first half of 2021 from an investment perspective,
although lower than H1 2020, with a total transaction
volume of circa €220Mln.
Hospitality and retail, still negatively affected by the
restrictions in the first half of the year (until May) are
showing some signals of recovery, at least in the
outlook and confidence from investors. Investment in
the hospitality sector increased 12% compared to the
same period last year and the positive outlook
strengthened with the easing of restrictions. Retail is
awakening at least from a consumer’s perspective
showing a great desire to come back to the physical
experience. Italian households posted greater levels
of savings last year and a part of it is forecast to flow
into consumers this year. We are expecting a better
second half for retail fundamentals.
Overall, first half 2021 ended with almost €3bn
invested in the CRE in Italy, 28% below last year’s
volume (same period) but we are expecting a
rebound in the second half.
We are aware that the course of the pandemic and
the effectiveness of the policies still offer a degree of
uncertainty and we’ll continue to monitor the
evolution of the situation. We are also witnessing the
return of confidence and a positive outlook among all
the real estate players, including individual
households.
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ECONOMIC OVERVIEW

LABOUR MARKET. The labour market
continued to show moderate improvement
thanks to the extension of layoff prohibitions
and short-time work benefits, that should
mitigate job losses at least until the end of
June. As employment protection schemes
expire and a demand-supply mismatch
gradually materializes, redundancies could
rise in the medium term. Italy’s
unemployment rate could exceed 11% by
year’s end and remain high in 2022, before
starting to converge back to its long-run
natural rate in 2023.

GDP. After a contraction of 1.4% in the first
quarter, GDP is expected to rebound in the
second quarter, while growth should
accelerate in the second half of 2021 as
recovery of domestic demand and global
trade become more solid. Moreover, the Next
Generation EU funds, recently approved by
the EU, should support the recovery starting
from Q3 2021. A full recovery to pre-Covid
levels is forecast for the second half of 2022;
the growth will be marked by a strong
contribution of investment, while
consumption is projected to recover more
gradually.
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COVID-19

Source: www.google.com/covid19/mobility

Note: positive and negative peaks are related to Sundays or holidays where
mobility attitudes strongly change compared to the baseline. Positive peaks
recorded by the workplaces index (red line) correspond to non-working days.
Negative peaks recorded by Retail & Recreation from November 2020 TO May
2021 correspond to holidays and pre-holidays where Shopping Centres, Retail
Parks and other sites where forced to be closed.

CONSUMER AND BUSINESS CONFIDENCE.
Thanks to the stepping up of the
vaccination campaign and the gradual
easing of restrictions; both consumer
and business confidence rose sharply
since April and finally went back to pre-
pandemic levels. Business confidence
strongly affected by the first wave of
Covid-19, showed low levels until the end
of 2020, then started to grow reaching
the highest level since January 2018 with
the latest data. Consumer confidence
improved in May and June, thanks to a
favourable assessments of the economic
climate.
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DATA MOBILITY. After several months, in
September 2020 mobility data was
recording a recovery from the first wave of
Covid-19. During October 2020 the second
wave of the pandemic started, but the
impact in terms of mobility trend was
limited compared to the first lockdown
thanks to milder containment measures.
Since May 2021 mobility is again converging
to the baseline with people gradually
returning to normality.

April May June    
 30,8% 19,4% 45,6% 4,2% Campania
 31,6% 32,1% 35,4% 0,8% Val d'Aosta
 28,7% 26,2% 38,0% 7,2% Lombardia
 25,7% 26,6% 40,5% 7,2% Piemonte
 22,4% 42,6% 30,8% 4,2% Bolzano
 21,9% 32,9% 38,0% 7,2% Puglia
 19,8% 35,0% 40,9% 4,2% Calabria
 19,0% 34,2% 42,6% 4,2% Toscana
 16,0% 45,1% 28,7% 10,1% Abruzzo
 16,0% 35,4% 41,4% 7,2% Emilia R.
 16,0% 26,6% 44,3% 13,1% Friuli V.G.
 14,3% 19,4% 53,2% 13,1% Molise
 14,3% 22,4% 41,4% 21,9% Sardegna 
 13,5% 32,1% 50,2% 4,2% Marche
 13,5% 23,2% 56,1% 7,2% Trento
 13,5% 22,8% 53,6% 10,1% Veneto
 11,8% 38,0% 46,0% 4,2% Basilicata
 11,8% 19,0% 62,0% 7,2% Lazio
 11,8% 46,0% 38,0% 4,2% Sicilia
 5,5% 39,2% 45,1% 10,1% Liguria
 5,5% 53,6% 30,8% 10,1% Umbria
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“MIXED FEELINGS BETWEEN 
UNCERTAINTY OF THE POST PANDEMIC 
AND THE ENTHUSIASM OF THE FUTURE 

RECOVERY. BRIGHTER OUTLOOK FOR THE 
SECOND HALF”.
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20
21DOMESTIC CAPITAL

CROSS BORDER CAPITAL

47%

53%

€2.8Bn

27%

73%

€1.0Bn €88Mn

77%

23%

INVESTMENT VOLUMES
ITALY MILAN ROME

Half yearly data is down 28% on last
year: the lack of pipeline from 2020
affected this result. Domestic investors
were 27% on the total, worsening their
position compared to same period last
year (54%). Cross border capital continued
to be the dominant source of capital in
Italian Real Estate.
A few factors to be highlighted from the
half year results:
• The Office sector accounted 30% on

the total and is almost fully
concentrated in Milan (90%), mainly
single asset deals.

• The Industrial & Logistics sector, with its
24% on the half yearly total, is
confirmed to be the hottest sector.

• Hospitality, accounting for 16% of the
total, is gaining ground, fuelled by the
positive outlook from hotel operators –
who are continuing to focus on major
tourist locations, especially Rome, and
from the easing of restrictions from the
pandemic which are leading the
recovery of tourist flows.

• The Living sector continued to gather
attention especially from foreign capital
a sign that international investors look
to Italy as an interesting market, with
significant growth potential.

The majority of activity was concentrated
in Milan where two transactions above
€80Mn were closed during the first half of
the year, as well as smaller redevelopment
projects.
• Retail showed the weakest performance

with the second quarter matching
figures from Q1, the most significant
transactions being for a Retail Park in
the north (€35Mn). In general, there is
interest for this asset type (Retail Parks)
as they have shown resilient
performances during the pandemic
period.

Considering the number of preliminary
contracts already signed across all sectors,
a more dynamic second part of the year is
expected especially in the Office and
Industrial & Logistics sectors where some
sizeable assets and portfolios already
underway will be closed. The Living sector
will register a similar dynamic but on
projects which will be completed over the
coming years. Starting from September an
increased deal flow with closing dates due
at year end will compensate the current
gap in terms of volume compared to 2020.

CAPITAL MARKETS ITALY
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* BTP 10 yr Gov.Bond 2020, sourced Moody’s

CRE INVESTMENT VOLUMES EVOLUTION

PRIME YIELD EVOLUTION

Shopping centers 5.85%  Logistics 4.50%  Prime office 3.00% High street 3.00%
Interest reate, 10 years government bond yield 0.9%*

Source: Cushman & Wakefield, RCA
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Cushman & Wakefield’s Capital Markets team tracked potential deals on the market
in the first half of 2021, considering both deals active since 2020 and those brought
to market in 2021 H1*. Data reports a total estimated volume of circa €13.3 Bn in H1
2021 with closed and exchanged deals accounting for approx. 45% of the total and
with approx. €5 Bn referring to deals originated in 2020.
19% of deals, on the other hand, are slowing down or being withdrawn from the
market, a sign that the situation is recovering from the COVID-19 pandemic, but
investors still remain somewhat cautious towards certain types of deals.

The Office sector is the asset class with the highest number of opportunities
tracked accounting for 31% of volume and 25% considering number of deals.
With regards to completed deals, we registered a decrease in success rate for core,
core+ opportunities compared to value add / opportunistic. This figure is influenced
by the fact that most of residential, logistics (the hottest asset class in terms of
level of interest) and hospitality deals had a value – add / Opportunistic risk profile.

Core and core + offices are confirmed as the most resilient assets with circa 52% of
deals tracked in H1 2021 which are under offer, exchanged or closed. Rates that fall
to 19% considering more opportunistic deals, confirming how investors still prefer a
more conservative approach for this type of investment.

Retail continues its difficult phase due in particular to the pandemic containment
measures. Signs of recovery have been seen in recent months, with closed and
under offer deals reaching 35% considering both core and core+ retail
opportunities, even if the percentage falls to 19% if we include more
opportunistic/valued add opportunities.

Logistics, residential and alternative sectors performed extremely well regardless of
the risk profile of the deals. Logistics reported an 87% of deals closed, exchanged
or under offer, whilst for Residential the percentage is even higher (over 95%), both
signals of the great appeal and interest that those asset classes have among
investors.
The hospitality sector has reported a great deal of investor interest in opportunities
created by the Covid-19 crisis, which has weakened the balance sheets of several
hotels, leading them to consider a sale.

ITALY CAPITAL MARKETS 
DEAL TRACKER

Key Highlights
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INVESTMENT MARKET – DEAL STATUS

By volumes - €
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Available

WithdrawnDelayed Exchanged Completed Under Offer

Bids

€7.2 Bn

14%

3%

23%

9%
22%

19%

10%

INVESTMENT MARKET
ASSET CLASSES

By volumes - €

€13.3 Bn

8%
5%

17%

31%

21%

7%

11% Alternative

Hotel

Logistic

Office

Portfolio

Residential

Retail

16%

4%

28%

14%

9%

23%

6% 11%
2%

18%

2%

38%

14%

15%

* It should be noted that the database and method of classification do 
not coincide perfectly with the official data for the semester.

INVESTMENT MARKET
VALUE ADD AND OPPORTUNISTIC DEALS

€6.1 Bn

€13.3 Bn

INVESTMENT MARKET
CORE, CORE+  AND END USERS DEALS



OFFICE
MARKET
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“QUALITY,
LOCATION AND

WORK/LIFE BALANCE
ARE KEY THEMES
FOR THE FUTURE

OF THE OFFICE SECTOR”.
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20
21

Figures for Rome were just below 80,000
sqm showing a continued market vitality.
Overall activity was boosted by the
fulfilment of a large pre-let transaction
(over 16,000 sqm) signed before the
pandemic, more of which are expected
by year end.
Rome recorded 47 transactions with an
average size of 1,600 sqm, although
nearly 22% of the overall absorption
referred to the pre-let signed by a
Consulting company at Via Curtatone in
the centre sub-market.

Immediate demand continues to be
focused on smaller floorplates, while
companies looking for larger spaces
struggle to enter into agreements with
long-term delivery dates. The reason is
twofold: firstly, the difficulty in
forecasting space requirements and
secondly there is an uncertainty linked to
building permits and authorizations.

Despite an increase in availability, quality
product remains scarce in the
medium/short term; repositioning and
conversion tactics are expected
especially in secondary locations.

PRIME RENT

77,200sqm

€490sqm/yr

175,000sqm

€600sqm/yr

TAKE UP
MILAN ROME

3.50%

OFFICE SECTOR

The first half of the year saw a positive
performance in the occupier market with
leasing activity increasing in both Milan
and Rome on figures reported for the
same period of last year.

In Milan registered take up reached
175,000 sqm +9% on H1 2020 and was
boosted by four large transactions
(above 10,000 sqm) that accounted for
the 43% of the H1 volume; whilst the
remaining was for medium-small
transactions (spaces under 5,000 sqm).

The positive sign from the market is that
occupiers who were looking for large
spaces and had previously put their
searches on hold, are now back.

Overall, Milan recorded 103 transactions
with an average size of 1,700 sqm; while if
we do not consider the four large
transactions above 10,000 sqm, the
average falls to 1.000 sqm. Pre-let activity
accounted for nearly 46% throughout
the semester and is expected to remain
very high over the next years.

PRIME YIELD

3.00%
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Quality, location and work/life balance
continue to be the main drivers of
demand in both markets. Future of the
office sector is an asset well connected
with the public transport system which
offers good levels of services and
amenities, facilitating the balance
between work and private life.

Prime rental levels remained stable in
both Milan and Rome and will continue
at high levels for top quality assets, with
a potential increase by the end of the
year.

Office investment volume decreased in
H1, but still accounted for the majority of
capital invested in Italy since the
beginning of the year reaching 750 €Mn,
a contraction of 26% against the 1,8 €Bn
invested during H1 2020. However, a
more dynamic second half of the year is
expected.

Milan remains a key destination accounting
for 89% of capital invested during H1. With
over 660 €Mn invested this is a marked
increase on H1 2020 but marks a 60% on H1
2019 (the best year on record). The largest
transactions recorded was the acquisition
by an Italian pension fund of a 50% share of
“the Curve” tower in the Citylife district for
160€ Mn.

Although transactions have been few – 2/3
from the banking sector acquiring space
for owner occupation – the mood remains
positive for the Rome investment scene.
Prime opportunities are few but sought
after and there is an increase in interest for
vacant assets to be repositioned. The
Rome market could be perceived as a valid
alternative to Milan on core products
thanks to slightly higher yields, which are
likely to remain stable for the latter part of
the year.
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OFFICE  
SNAPSHOT  
MILAN

DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE, SQ M

“A POSITIVE SIGN CAME FROM THE DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE 
WHICH REMAINS ROBUST, WITH ALMOST 700,000 SQM 
CURRENTLY UNDER CONSTRUCTION (OF WHICH 47% PRE-LET) 
AND ALMOST 1 MLN SQM OF POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT”

“IN THE FIRST SEMESTER CIRCA 200,000 SQ M OF 
COMPLETIONS HAVE BEEN RECORDED IN MILAN, ALL 
REFURBISHMENTS, OF WHICH 64% PRE-LET. LESS THAN 36% IS 
AVAILABLE ON THE MARKET AND THE  RISK OF OVERSUPPLY IS 
LOW”

 -  100.000  200.000  300.000  400.000  500.000  600.000  700.000  800.000

HINTERLAND

PERIPHERY

SEMI-CENTRE

CENTRE

CBD - Porta Nuova

CBD - Historic

sqm

UC Pre-let

UC Speculative

Potential
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OFFICE TAKE-UP EVOLUTION AND AVERAGE DEAL SIZE

OFFICE INVESTMENT EVOLUTION
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SESTO SAN GIOVANNI

MILAN CITY  
TRENDS

LORENTEGGIO

PERIPHERY
Take-Up 2020: 45,000 sqm
Prime Rent: 280 €/sqm/year
Prime Yield: 4.75%
Pipeline UC 2021/2025:280,000 sqm
• pre-let: 28%

HINTERLAND
Take-Up 2020: 19,000 sqm
Prime Rent: 240 €/sqm/year  
Prime Yield: 5.50%
Pipeline UC 2021/2025:107,000 sqm
• pre-let: 100%

SEMICENTRE
Take Up 2020: 15,000 sqm  
Prime Rent: 390 €/sqm/year  
Prime Yield: 4.50%
Pipeline UC 2021/2025:118,000 sqm
• pre-let: 37%

CENTRE
Take-Up 2020: 45,000 sqm  
Prime Rent: 480 €/sqm/year  
Prime Yield: 3.50%
Pipeline UC 2021/2025:51,000 sqm
• pre-let: 69%

CBD
Take-Up 2020: 51,000 sqm  
Prime Rent: 600 €/sqm/year  
Prime Yield: 3.00%
Pipeline UC 2021/2025:141,000 sqm
• pre-let: 44%

HINTERLAND

MIND
Pipeline UC+Potential 2021-2025:  
160,000sqm

CITY LIFEDISTRICT
Pipeline UC+Potential 2021-2025:  
151,000sqm

SCALO FARINI
Pipeline UC+Potential 2021-2025:  
122,000sqm

PORTA NUOVA
Pipeline UC+Potential 2021-2025:  
200,000sqm

SANTAGIULIA
Pipeline UC+Potential 2021-2025:  
107,000sqm

MIND

SCALO DI PORTAROMANA
Pipeline UC+Potential 2021-2025:  
214,000sqm

ASSAGO

NEW CLUSTERS
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MILAN  
CITY

BICOCCA

SESTO SAN GIOVANNI

MACIACHINI

PORTA NUOVA

SEGRATE

CITY LIFE

CBD

PERIPHERY

12.3Msq
m

STOCK

10.1%
VACANCY RATE

697,000sqm
TOTAL SPACE UC

CENTRE

SAN DONATO

47%
SPACE UC PRE-LET

TORTONA

SCALO DI PORTA ROMANA

SANTA GIULIA

SCALO FARINI
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OFFICE  
SNAPSHOT  
ROME

DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE, SQ M

“IN ROME SUPPLY IS INCREASING  PIPELINE  COMPRISES LITTLE 
MORE THAN 20,000 SQM OF NEW BUILDINGS  UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION (2 SCHEMES) AND CIRCA 220,000 SQM  UNDER 
REFURBISHMENT (11 PROJECTS), THE MAJORITY OF  WHICH IS 
PRE-LET, FULLY OR PARTIALLY PRE-LET OR OWNED”.

 -  20.000  40.000  60.000  80.000

PERIPHERY

GREATER EUR

SEMI CENTRE

CENTRE

CBD

sqm

Pre-let

Spec
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OFFICE TAKE-UP EVOLUTION AND AVERAGE DEAL SIZE

PRIME RENT EVOLUTION

OFFICE INVESTMENT EVOLUTION
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CENTRE
Take-Up H1 2021: 24,3000sqm  
Prime Rent: 360 €/sqm/year
Prime Yield: 4.25%
Pipeline UC 2021/2025: 72,600sqm
• pre-let: 82%

ROME CITY  
TRENDS

GREATER EUR
Take-Up H1 2021: 11,500sqm  
Prime Rent: 350 €/sqm/year  
Prime Yield: 4.00%
Pipeline UC 2021/2025:32,500sqm
• pre-let: 40%

PERIPHERY
Take-Up H1 2021: 21,500sqm  
Prime Rent: 160 €/sqm/year  
Prime Yield: 8.00%
Pipeline UC 2021/2025:19,000sqm
• pre-let:0%

SEMICENTRE
Take Up H1 2021: 3,800sqm  Prime 
Rent: 300 €/sqm/year
Prime Yield: 6.00%
Pipeline UC 2021/2025: 74,000sqm
• pre-let: 90%

CBD
Take-Up H1 2021: 16,100 sqm
Prime Rent: 490 €/sqm/year
Prime Yield: 3.50%
Pipeline UC 2021/2025: 40,800 sqm
• pre-let: 90%

TIBURTINA
Prime Rent: 120 €/sqm/year  
Prime Yield: 7.50%

FIUMICINO CORRIDOR
Prime Rent: 220 €/sqm/year  
Prime Yield: 7.00%
Pipeline planned: 70.000sqm

CINECITTA’
Prime Rent: 180 €/sqm/year  
Prime Yield: 7.00%

OTHER CLUSTERS

FIE

CBD
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ROME  
CITY

11.0%
VACANCY RATE

10.06M sqm
STOCK

66%
SPACE UC PRE-LET

81,000sqm
TOTAL SPACE UC

TIBURTINA

CINECITTA’CENTRE

CBD

CENTRE

SEMICENTRE

PARCO DE MEDICI
GREATER EUR

PERIPHERY

RA DI ROMA

HINTERLAND
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RETAIL
MARKET
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“STORES BOUNCED BACK AS SOON AS 
THE DOORS OPENED. TWO RETAIL 

WORLDS ARE EMERGING: THE 
RESISTANT AND THE RESILIENT”
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20
21

RETAIL SECTOR

PRIME RENTS AND YIELDS HIGH STREET
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such as reducing customers numbers,
ensuring social distancing and imposing
curtailed opening hours. Leasing activity
has been lively and intense, despite the
difficulties. The pandemic has
accelerated processes already underway,
leading to a polarization of formats:
those resistant to change, which will
suffer more from the pandemic, and
those capable of adapting, resilient, more
solid and innovative, which emerged
strengthened from the crisis.

Prime rents were stable in the first half,
with lower initial values combined with
incentives, but with steady headline
rents. The “partnership” between
landlords and tenants built during the
worst time of the pandemic backed this
trend. Some of the incentives agreed are:
temporary concessions on rent
payments, deferment in the payment of
rents, extension of lease terms to offset
rent holidays.

The hardening of restriction measures
until May 2021 contributed to keep retail
fundamentals subdued in the first half of
the year: footfall and turnover were still
down compared to 2019*. According to
the CNCC sample, shopping center
footfall was down 35% in the first half of
2021 compared to the same period of
2019.
Since May, footfall has gradually
improved, confirming people’s positive
reaction to «offline» commerce. The latest
data recorded in June highlights a 15%
contraction on 2019: considering that
many activities (entertainment and F&B)
are not yet fully open and that temperate
climate drives people to holiday
destinations, we have a positive
sentiment on the recovery in the second
half of the year.
The positive vaccination campaign
followed by the ease of restrictions since
mid May, is allowing retailers a partial but
encouraging return to normality, albeit
with a cautious approach,

*The performance analysis of shopping centres in Italy is strongly affected by the pandemic that has hit the 
country since March 2020 and in particular by the restrictions imposed in order to contain the infections, resulting 

in a succession of: total closures, limitations on travel between municipalities, partial closures and closures on 
weekends and public holidays (and days before). For these reasons, 2021 data are difficult to compare with the 

same months of 2020 thus we have introduced the comparison with a "normal" year like 2019

€14,000 sqm/yr

€7,200
sqm/yr

3.75%

€6,000
sqm/yr

MILAN ROME

VENICE FLORENCE

PRIME YIELD
MILAN ROME VENICE FLORENCE

3% 3%

€12,500 sqm/yr

4%



RETAIL SECTOR

Both high street and shopping centres
stores are benefitting from the easing of
restrictions and footfall is beginning to
recover in many destinations, especially
for Shopping Centres where the ban on
weekend shopping was lifted at the end
of May.

As early data seems to confirm, and the
recent Cushman & Wakefiled Consumers’
Survey highlights, customers habits are
more purchase oriented, with visits
gather for targeted shopping.
The rollout of “Covid passports” has
begun, enabling free movement of
travelers between certain EU countries
and will likely facilitate a much needed
boost for the European tourism industry
in general, with an increasing number of
visitors in the most popular Italian cities
in the coming months.

FOOTFALL MONTHLY DATA, INDEX NUMBER 

The leisure sector faced more stringent
restrictions, particularly indoor F&B,
cinemas and gyms, but are now looking
for opportunities like in pre-Covid periods.

Both Landlords and Tenants are waiting to
understand how the market and
consumers will respond to the partial
return to normality; even if first data on
footfall and sales is promising, operators
are waiting for these trends to consolidate
before taking any concrete action.

Turnovers, although below the 2019 values,
perform even better than the footfall,
confirming that people are reacting better
than expected and they are looking to
restore a new “normal”.
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CONSUMERS’ SURVEY:BACK TO SHOPPING!

The second edition of Cushman&
Wakefield’s consumers survey took place
between April 21st and May 16th, one
month before the easing of the
restriction measures. Retail Asset
Services Italy Team conducted a web-
based consumers’ survey, to
investigate consumers’

sentiment during the second lockdown,
2021. Results confirm that, despite the
changes taking place in the consumer
habits – with the increasing use of the
online shopping – people are still engaged
with the offline experience. Below the key
findings from the survey.

RESTRICTION MEASURES: CLOSING DURING HOLIDAY AND PRE-HOLIDAY

28 Cushman & Wakefield |Italian Real E state Overview H1 2021

15.3%

15.8%

8.7%

21.2%

19.8%

13.9%

5.2%

Same visit habits like
In the pre-pandemic

I used to visit during the week

I change my habit
(from the week end to the week)

Super/ Hyper

Less shopping overall

I only could during the we

More online

I prefer proximity stores

I visit less the Center

Thinking about the closures during the week-end, which statements do you agree 
more? 

39.8%

41%

ONLINE VS OFFLINE

Which will be your consumer’s behaviour once the «normality» would be restored? 

=

Offline

On-line

Store only

More purchases
in the store

A balance online 
vs offline

Click and Collect

More online

Key Takeaways:

• 40% confirmed to have visited SC regardless the restrictions: their 
confidence has not been affected by the pandemic.

• 41% changed their habits, reducing purchases (more savings). 
• 14% changed their habits shifting to the online.
• The offline sales confirmed to be relevant for Shopping Centers’ Clients:

- 60% will buy more and/or only in the physical store.
- A mere 13% will buy more online in the future.

20.5%

38.5%

24.8%

3.0%

13.2%
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HOW DO YOU OFTEN VISIT THE SHOPPING CENTER?

Almost 80% of respondents visited the centers at least once since the beginning of
the year. Below a comparison between pre-covid and current times from those
visiting the centers.

• The frequency of visits has decreased: compared to pre-Covid habits the percentage of those who
attend the Center at least once a week has decreased by 19% (from 56.2% to 37.2%).

• The pandemic accelerated trends underway such as online and led over 85% of mall customers
to have e-commerce experiences (still growing compared to the first lockdown): at the same
time customers want to go shopping in our malls again with almost 60% of respondents stating
they will continue to prefer the physical channel. The shopping of the future will enhance and
mingled all sales channels to create a seamless experience for clients which online can’t provide.

• Clients confirmed their "pragmatic" behavior experienced in the first lockdown: less visit, more
targeted purchases. Malls will adapt to these new needs and different types of users: expanding
the services provided, enhancing the spaces to offer a rewarding and safe shopping experience
even for the most demanding customers.

WHAT’S NEXT FOR THE SHOPPING CENTERS?

2.6%

4.7%

11.8%

24.8%

28.4%

27.8%

I don’t know

I didn’t use to visit it

Once in a month

Sometimes during the month

Once a week

Sometimes during the week

9.7%

3.4%

21.9%

27.8%

21.1%

16.1%

currentpre- Covid
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RETAIL  
SNAPSHOT

“ FIRST HALF VOLUME WAS SLIGHTLY ABOVE €170 MN, A SHARP 
CONTRACTION ON H2 2020 (-50%), EVEN SHARPER COMPARED TO 
THE SAME PERIOD LAST YEAR. A SMALL NUMBER OF 
TRANSACTIONS TOOK PLACE: RETAIL PARK, SUPER MARKET AND 
HIGH STREET STORES IN SECONDARY CITIES. CAPITAL INVESTED 
WAS MAINLY DOMESTIC. 

INVESTORS MAINLY FOCUS THEIR ATTENTION ON PREMIUM ASSETS 
WITH STRONG FUNDAMENTALS, WHICH ARE STILL SCARCE. 
INTEREST FOR RETAIL PARKS IS GROWING, BOTH FROM 
LANDLORDS AND TENANTS, SINCE THEY OFFER MORE 
CONVENIENT CONDITIONS AND BETTER PERFORMANCES. “

RETAIL INVESTMENT VOLUME
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HIGH STREET PRIME RENTS

OUT OF TOWN RETAIL PRIME RENTS

RETAIL PRIME YIELD
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LOGISTICS
MARKET
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“E-COMMERCE FACES
TWO KEY CHALLENGES:

FAST AND EFFICIENT
LAST MILE DELIVERY;

MANAGING THE 
INCREASING NEEDS FOR 

REVERSE LOGISTICS”.
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20
21

PRIME YIELD

400,000 sqm1.23Mn sqm

TAKE UP

PRIME RENT
€57sqm/yr

4.50%

€57sqm/yr

5.00%

ITALY LOMBARDY LAZIO

61,000 sqm

€56sqm/yr

4.50%

LOGISTICS SECTOR

During the first half of 2021 the logistics
market performed well, recording the
highest absorption in the last five years
for H1 figures.

Logistic take-up reached 1.23 Mn sqm, a
20% increase compared to H1 2020
considering the Northern and Lazio
Regions and up to 44% considering the
whole of Italy. These results were strongly
influenced by a large transaction (approx.
190,000 sqm) in the e-commerce sector
in the southern regions.

Lombardy confirmed its position as the
most attractive region accounting for
32% of absorption, followed by Emilia-
Romagna, which accounted for 16%.

The acceleration of online sales caused by
the pandemic, has give a boost to the e-
commerce and favoured all the logistics
world behind it. Going forward, two key
challenges will need to be overcome: (i)
fast and efficient last mile delivery; and
(ii) managing the increasing amounts of
product returns.

Companies are facing a number of
challenges and changes: business models
shifting towards B2C, the phenomenon of
reshoring, inventory management and
issues of labour availability and transport
organisation - in this context more
attention is being given to the use of
buildings, leveraging on costs throughout
the supply chain. Companies are also
rapidly moving to achieve greater ESG
outcomes with technology being at the
forefront to achieve greater efficiency.
Together, these factors will govern location
strategy.

In this context, demand is mainly for
warehouses between 5,000 sqm and
15,000 sqm in the vicinity of big cities to
allow a better management of the “last
mile” delivery.

The limited availability of high quality
spaces able to satisfy the current
sophisticated demand has brought about
an increase of BTS/BTO projects, with
investors and developers focusing more
on high quality speculative projects,
contributing to a general improvement of
the logistics stock. In H1 2021 BTS/BTO
transactions accounted for circa 50% of
the overall take up volume.
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3PLs have been the most active
occupiers, accounting for circa 54% of
space leased in H1, mainly for assets
located in Northern Italy. We expect
demand from this sector to continue to
increase, as ongoing outsourcing to these
operators can grant efficiency and greater
flexibility.

Demand from large-scale distribution
retailers is also increasing, particularly in
the food and pharmaceutical sector,
mainly in need of refrigerated warehouses.

Prime rents are supported by the low
availability of quality products and
strong market demand. Increase in
values have been recorded for locations
of Milan, Rome, Bologna, Turin, Naples
and Bari.

On the investment side, the strong
momentum for logistics products is
confirmed with over €680 Mn, double
figures recorded in H1 2020.

The strength of demand in the Logistics
sector has

Cushman & Wakefield | Italian Real Estate Overview H1 2021 35

attracted an increasing number of
investors, even not specialists. Due to the
lack of core product and yield compression,
investors are being more flexible, evaluating
all types of opportunities such as new
developments, brownfields and value-add
opportunities.

It is likely that new opportunities for core
investments will reach the market as a
consequence of the development of value-
add products which have been acquired
over the last years. Moreover, appetite for
sale & lease-back operations with strong
fundamentals in relevant sectors is
confirmed.

Interest from foreign capital continues and
Italy remains a country of strong interest as
prices are lower than in other mature
countries.

The strong demand facing the scarcity of
products is generating high competition
thus leading in H1 2021 to prime yield
compression for core products in top
locations – such as Milan, Rome, Turin,
Genova, Verona and Novara. Niche core
products can achieve tighter results.



LOGISTICS  
SNAPSHOT

“PRE-LEASE TRANSACTIONS REPRESENT 41% OF ABSORPTION FOR  
THE H1 2021, IN LINE WITH H1 2020. THE VOLUME FOR BUILT-TO-
SUIT/BUILT-TO-OWN PROJECTS  STOOD AT 50% OF THE TOTAL TAKE-UP, 
SLIGHTLY LOWER THAN THE VOLUME RECORDED IN H1 2020 OF 64%”.

“THE LIMITED AVAILABILITY OF HIGH-QUALITY SPACES ABLE TO 
SATISFY THE CURRENT SOPHISTICATED DEMAND  WILL CONTINUE TO  
FAVOUR BUILT-TO-SUIT / BUILT-TO-OWN TRANSACTIONS”.

TAKE UP - COMPARISON BETWEEN TYPE OF TRANSACTIONS

42%

27%

31%

H1 2020

Pre-lease Sale Owner Occupier New Lease

41%

10%

49%

H1 2021
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TAKE-UP EVOLUTION

PRIME RENT EVOLUTION

LOGISTICS INVESTMENT VOLUME
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“IN THE FIRST HALF OF 2021 THE STRONG LOGISTICS DEMAND  
FROM BOTH OCCUPIERS AND INVESTORS PUT KEY INDICATORS  
UNDER PRESSURE. THE MAIN CONSOLIDATED LOGISTIC HUBS,  
MILAN, ROME, BOLOGNA AND TURIN AS WELL AS EMERGING 
MARKETS, NAPLES AND BARI, RECORDED A RENTAL INCREASE. 
PRIME LOGISTICS YIELD STILL COMPRESSING IN TOP LOCATIONS 
AND RECORDING AN EVER-LOW LEVEL AT 4.5%  (MILAN). SOME 
NICHE CORE PRODUCTS CAN ACHIEVE TIGHTER RESULTS.”

MAIN AND EMERGING MARKETS

ITALY
LOGISTICS  
TRENDS

Roma

Milano

Torino

Genova

Firenze/Prato

PRIME RENT(€/sqm/yr) PRIMEYIELD

56 5.00%

57 4.50%

55 5.00%

46 5.50%

60 5.75%

47 5.25%

47 5.25%

45 5.25%

70 5.00%

50 6.50%

50 6.50%

SUB-MARKET

Rome

Milan

Bologna

Turin

Genoa

Verona

Piacenza

Novara

Florence

Naples

Bari
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ITALY  
MARKET

21.6 Msqm
STOCK

6.3%
VACANCY RATE

930,000sqm
DEVELOPMENT

PIPELINE

71%
PRE-LET PIPELINE

EMERGING  
LOGISTICS
MARKETS

MAJOR  
LOGISTICS
MARKETS
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HOSPITALITY
MARKET
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“INTEREST CONFIRMED FROM BOTH 
HOTEL  OPERATORS AND INVESTORS: 

BRIGHTER OUTLOOK FOR
HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM”.
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20
21

In 2020, Italy registered ca. 123 million
bed-nights marking a 56% decreased
compared to 2019 with a noticeable shift
in demand, which has historically been
made up by half by international tourists,
to a market share dominated by domestic
tourism, accounting for circa 70% of the
overall bed-nights. The summer months,
in fact, were the evidence that domestic
demand is more likely to return first.

On a positive note, concerning
international travel, 2021 presents a more
optimistic outlook with the on-going
vaccination rollout which allows several
countries to encourage tourists back.

If in 2020 the Country witnessed the
collapse of travel and tourism, the first
half of 2021 still marked by numerous
restrictions imposed by governments, has
only partially seen some improvements,
mainly affecting domestic demands.

Covid-19 had a deeper impact on the
markets which were more dependent on
foreigner demand namely Rome, Milan,
Venice and Florence where foreigner
tourism generally accounts for more than
half of the demand.

32,000 hotel 

HOTEL KPI

123Mln bed-nights
(-56% 2020 vs 2019)

31% internationals

68% International
bed-nights

39Mln arrivals
(-60% 2020 vs 2019)

HOSPITALITY SECTOR

The closure of the borders to international
travel, fuelled by the reduction of air traffic,
induced tourists to opt for closer
destinations or mountain and seaside
locations with the ease of external spaces.

The widespread vaccine distribution is
likely to influence the large-scale hotel
reopening with domestic travels firstly
and short leisure travel to experience the
initial bounce.

From a real estate perspective, overall
investment during the first half of 2021
reached almost 500€Ml Euro, an increase
of 12% on the same period last year and
+8% on the second half 2020. Considering
the half yearly average volume between
2015-2018 the contraction stands at 4%,
pointing out a gradual recovery in
confidence by investors.

Among the major investment deals in the
first half the re was the Bonvecchiati
complex in Venice which was sold for €100
Mn circa.
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1,075,500
rooms
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Hotel performance had a noticeable
decrease in terms of occupancy rate,
more than ADR, which inevitably affected
RevPAR results. However, positive signals
come from the expected hotel pipeline
in primary cities which have perhaps
been slightly delayed but not cancelled,
concerning especially the upscale, upper-
upscale and luxury segment, confirming
the interest and competitiveness of
operators and investors to enter the
market.
A faster recovery is expected, already by
the end of 2022, for leisure destinations,
slower for the business segment, between
2023 and 2024, where uncertainty linked
to the spread of smart working policies
weighs.

According to a survey conducted by C&W
which involved national and international
hotel operators active on the Italian
territory, the 79% of interviewees
confirmed that development projects
are continuing as planned, with minor
changes in commercial contract terms,
despite the difficulties caused by the
pandemic, while only a few had delays.

To confirm the interest in the market C&W
recently conducted a survey interviewing
more than 50 investors, including private
equity, funds, REITs and institutional.

The results showed a positive outlook for
the European market, with over a third of
investors interested in increasing their
portfolio of accommodation facilities
throughout Europe.
Italy is among the first positions of the
ranking with Rome leading the ranking of
the Italian cities most sought after by hotel
investors, followed by Florence, Milan and
Venice.

The 59% of investors interviewed would
consider hotel investment opportunities by
applying a moderate pre-covid price
discount of 15% or less, in particular
resorts, villages and seasonal properties
were the type of accommodations
collecting the greater interest from
investors .
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HOSPITALITY SECTOR
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13%

20%

60%

70%

24%

21%

57%

69%

33%

23%

76%

77%

30%

12%

6%

6%

Airport hotels

MICE hotels

Hostel

Urban hotel

Serviced apartment

Resort

HOW HAS THE LEVEL OF ATTRACTIVENESS OF THE FOLLOWING ACCOMMODATION TYPES 
CHANGED FOR YOUR INVESTMENT STRATEGY DUE TO THE PANDEMIC? (% OF RESPONSES)
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LIVING
MARKET
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“INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS 
HUNTING FOR OPPORTUNITIES IN ITALY

TURN MORE AND MORE
TO THE RESIDENTIAL SECTOR ”.
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LIVING SECTOR

Changes is living habits are staring to
push the introduction of the PRS to Italy,
one of the biggest countries in Europe
with the lowest share of population living
in rented accommodation – circa 21%.

Whether buying or renting, quality,
services, sustainability and social
interaction are becoming increasingly
important in the choice of a home. A
growing segment of the population,
especially young people, see flexibility as
a positive element, and are moving
towards renting not only out of necessity
but also as a lifestyle choice,

48 Cushman & Wakefield | Italian Real Estate Overview H1 2021

especially in dynamic and highly populated
cities such as Milan and Rome.

The high level of demand form both
investors and end users is not currently
matched by an adequate supply in terms
of both size and underlying real estate
characteristics.

In fact, assets available are often dated and
with a fragmentation of ownership that
makes it difficult to acquire entire buildings
to be managed professionally.

Milan, Rome, Turin, 
Bologna & Florence

The most active residential markets, both for institutional investors  and for families.
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The transactions concerned single assets
and areas to be redeveloped and Milan
is the most active market with 92% of the
volume recorded.

During 2020 the Living sector officially
entered the sights of institutional
investors, with a total volume invested by
institutional investors of around €600
Mn, more than four times the volume
invested in 2019.

The first half of 2021 also started
positively, although lower than H1 2020,
recording a total transaction volume of
circa €220 Mn.

Domestic capital accounted for circa
47% of this volume - thanks to one
transaction with a volume between €50-
€99 Mn – while the remaining 53% was
foreign capital, a sign that international
investors look at Italy as an interesting
market, with significant growth potential.

An analysis of transactions size, shows
how the majority were medium-small
transactions, under €19 Mn. In terms of
number only 29% but representing 76%
of the volume was recorded over this
volume.
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PURPOSE-BUILT STUDENT ACCOMODATION

Despite the interest and investments
made over the last years from by
institutional investors, the purpose-built
student accommodation (PBSA) sector
in Italy, remains largely under-developed
and immature, characterized by the lack
of fit for purpose and modern purpose-
built accommodation.

Despite this the Italian student market
has a number of strong fundamentals,
such as 1.83m students and a diverse
educational offer across some of the
oldest universities in the world.

In Italy, there are currently approximately
more than 65,000 operational PBSA
beds of varying size and quality, with the
majority owned and operated by public
bodies.

Overall, less than 10% of the demand for
accommodation of out-of-home students
in Italy is covered by the current supply
of public and private PBSA, one of the
smallest coverages in Europe.

The limited number of the existing stock of
PBSA and the quality of these that is often
not fit for purpose, under-scaled or inferior
to what is currently demanded by students
in terms of quality of accommodation and
basic services/amenities has increased
investor interest.
It is estimated that there are more then
12,000 beds in the development pipeline
across Italy, which will change the
landscape over the coming years and
establish new concepts in key markets
especially in Milan where the pipeline is
more than 6,000 beds followed by Turin,
Bologna, Florence, and Rome. Milan remain
the main attractive city for institutional
investor and the city with the highest level
of rent. around 1,000 €/month per a single
room, followed by Rome.

These new PBSA will provide modern
amenities and high service levels in a
market which often provides basic
accommodation run by nonprofit
organizations.
These operators will also cater for
international students that choose Italy for
their studies
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In general, H1 2021 continued along the same lines 
as 2020 with several preliminary agreements closed 

for the development of new student housing in 
major Italian cities . The high interest for this asset 

class is confirmed by investors who believe that 
once the pandemic will be over,  the situation will 
return to normality,  with a high demand for beds, 
not supported at present by an adequate supply.”

“



Source:MIUR
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24%
of students study 
in Milan and Rome 

1.83M
full time students

c.96,000
international

students

31% 
of all  international  
students study in  

Milan and in Rome

524
English-taught

programmes
(ETPs)

International
students mainly 

from Albania, Romania 
and  China
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A brighter outlook, an opportunity to start a new positive  
cycle #hospitality

Corporate put decisions on hold: new workplace strategy will  
reshape the future of the office #office

Stronger fundamentals will drive investment up: logistics still  
on the rise #Industrial&Logistics

Milan to consolidate its global premiership as a luxury market
#highstreet retail Offline retail will survive online but needs to  
evolve #retail

Wall of money for RE is here to stay. Flight to quality to  
manage greater risk, widening gap prime vs secondary. Shed  
and beds on the top of the agendas and climate issues are no  
longer a tabu #CapitalMarkets
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DEFENSIVE 
ASSET CLASS

The drivers of the sector are less volatile and less aligned with
economic cycles than for most sectors and this delivers greater
stability and a powerful diversifying boost to portfolio
performance.

YIELD 
PREMIUM

There remains a premium to more traditional asset classes across
markets, with strong potential for yield compression due to
demand and rental growth

2+2  > 4
The sector benefits from clustering, with collaboration and
physical proximity improving companies’ performance, leading to
greater research success and a better rate of commercialisation.

LOYAL 
OCCUPIERS

While occupier needs change, the reliance on a proven
ecosystem means they are loyal to a good location wherever
possible, despite the mix of needs that must be met.

REPURPOSING 
SPACE

Altering the mix of lab space creates an opportunity in some
buildings and moving in-town also opens up opportunities for
older office space to be repurposed but also for industrial and
sometimes retail space in the right markets.

A GROWING, CHANGING BUT 
UNDERSUPPLIED MARKET

‘’ ITALY, ONE OF THE 
MOST ADVANCED 
COUNTRIES FOR 

PHARMACEUTICAL 
PRODUCTION AND 

RESEARCH, IS ENTERING 
THE RADAR OF 

INVESTORS LOOKING 
FOR LIFE SCIENCE 

PRODUCTS, AN ASSET 
CLASS ALREADY 

CONSOLIDATED AT THE 
INTERNATIONAL LEVEL 

‘’

DRIVING INVESTOR DEMAND IN LIFE SCIENCE

WHY LIFE SCIENCE?

EMERGING 
MARKET: LIFE 
SCIENCE 

Courtesy of an ageing but richer 
global population, demand for 

health care services will 
outperform in the future and with 

more bespoke medicines and 
treatments, the range of players 

competing in the sector will grow

Increased sophistication plus the 
patent cliff, demands more 

research. At the same time, the 
adoption of tech solutions 

including AI and data analytics is 
both changing the type and 

location of space companies need 
and drawing in new players, 

including the tech giants. 

Over the last 10 years, approx. 70 B€ has been invested across EMEA into Life Science 
sector, fostering a consistent job creation of +5% YoY.
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Turnover
(€/Bn, 
2018)

Value 
Added
(€/Bn, 
2018)

Workforce
(2017)

Italy 224.5 99.8 1,789,173

Lombardy 71.1 25.5 356,575

Emilia-
Romagna 17.6 8.6 153,383

Lazio 28.1 11.5 191,438

Piedmont 13.0 6.7 132,604

Tuscany 15.6 6.7 117,461

Veneto 15.0 7.5 161,504

THE LIFE SCIENCES VALUE CHAIN: KEY ECONOMIC 
INDICATORS (considering the whole industry sector)

Lombardy is the region with the highest density
of Life Science companies, accounting for 46%
whole national industry for number of
companies

HORIZON EUROPE is
the European Framework
Program for Research
and Innovation for 2021-
2027. With a budget of
95,5 B€, it is the most
ambitious European
research and innovation
program to date.

‘’ GOVERNMENT POLICY AND CAPITAL SUPPORT, AT BOTH 
INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL LEVEL,  ARE BOOSTING  

RESEARCH AND INNOVATION’’

NEXT GENERATION EU is a 806.9
B€ temporary recovery tool for the
mitigation of Coivd-19 economic
and social impacts based on green
policies and digitalization. The
“Mechanism for Recovery and
Resilience” will provide 723.8 B€ in
loans and grants to support
reforms by Member States, aimed
at making countries more
sustainable and prepared for future
challenges and the unavoidable
ecological and digital transition.
“REACT-EU” will raise 50.6 B€ to
improve crisis response.

NATIONAL PROGRAM FOR
RESEARCH & INNOVATION
intends to create a participatory
and dynamic strategic planning
initiative to contribute to the
sustainable development of
society, for the first time involving
both the academic, public and
private research spectrums with
the involvement of national,
regional and local authorities,
companies, trade associations,
unions, foundations and non-
profit organizations.

“THE LIFE SCIENCE SECTOR, ALREADY SOUGHT AFTER BY INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS, 
HAS BECOME EVEN MORE APPEALING SINCE  THE COVID-19 OUTBREAK”

Real estate therefore plays a key role 
in providing the space, services, 

options and flexibility the industry 
needs. And with demand 

outstripping the potential of the 
public sector, more private sector 

investment in health care and health 
care property can be expected. 

The pandemic has placed yet more 
focus on the sector and will bring 
stronger short-term growth from 

new investment and from a catch-
up in deferred activity. Covid may 
also have longer term implications 
if it leads to onshoring production 

and more investment in R&D. 

Source: Assolombarda, ISTAT, AIDA, 
Biotechgate.com, APSTI, Bloomberg 

Healthiest Country Index, Cushman & 
Wakefield
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